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Daily Quotes from Famous Women of the Planet
Badass Women Give the Best Advice
In times of adversity, you have two choices — you can either steal
yourself away from the situation or steel yourself up towards it. For
Ratan Tata, the choice was made early on. To be given the reins to
India’s largest business conglomerate can be extremely daunting. But
Ratan Tata’s takeover as the chairman of the Tata group proved that
what is already great can be made even better. His legacy has the
innate power to inspire great leadership. His success can motivate any
beyond words. But, if how the world sees you is a result of how well
you communicate, Ratan Tata’s wisdom is unmatchable. This book
contains his simplicity, his determination, his defining moments, his
generosity, his learning curve, his humility and his intellectual
curiosity. From a man who has lived his days redefining success, his
experiences and learnings can brighten the light at the end of any
entrepreneurial tunnel. If ever, on your journey of life, you need a
little nudge, a push or a spark, this book will never fail to deliver.
Not even for a nano second.

The Wit & Wisdom of Ratan Tata
Love the Shit Out of Yourself
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“Solid gold wisdom that has the power to change your life for the
better” from the author of The Book of Awesome Women—includes
journaling prompts (Varla Ventura, author of Wild Women Talk About
Love). #1 Bestseller in Popular Culture, Quotations, Women’s Studies,
Love & Marriage Humor, Self-Esteem, LGBT, and Trivia We all need
reminders. You don’t leap out of bed knowing you are amazing and about
to have an incredible day. All of us have a lot of demands, pressures,
to-dos and responsibilities. We find ourselves rushing around, working
hard to please others. Often we find ourselves at the back of our own
bus, having made everyone else happy but our own damn self. Then you
go and beat yourself up about it. Let’s stop that, shall we? In Badass
Affirmations, positive living and affirmation queen Becca Anderson
reminds you that you are pretty darn great. She will help you heal
scars from bad childhoods and relationships and stop the selfdefeating scripts that loop through your unconscious brain. Even nice
moms and dads perpetrate parenting errors that leave marks on our
souls. But, we can overcome with the right mix of badass affirmations.
Every day and in every way, you can learn the art of self-affirmation.
Read Badass Affirmations and: Learn the habit of affirming yourself
daily Experience a life filled with love, joy, fulfillment and
satisfaction Take control of your destiny Strengthen your self-esteem
“This book is something you can use as a sort of coffee table book or
something you can carry with you every day and no matter how you use
it, there can be benefits for you and your daily life.” —Nerdy Girl
Express

Badass Affirmations
“An incredible woman on a mission to help people find peace,happiness,
and fulfillment.” Gabrielle Bernstein, author of Miracles Now Have you
ever felt like there’s something holding you back? Maybe that
something is you . . . Sometimes the one thing you need to make a
change is to see things from a fresh perspective. Discover twenty-one
innovative emotional explorations to boldly confront the habits that
are holding you back in this breakthrough guide that provides the
tools you need to fearlessly embrace your innermost desires. Drawing
from her own transformational experiences, Shannon Kaiser’s program
utilizes an empowering process that encourages you to go on adventures
for your soul so you can: • Achieve your goals • Remove limiting
beliefs and self-sabotaging patterns • Feel freedom from fear and live
with purpose and passion • Be unapologetic about your innermost
desires • And make happiness your natural way of life By focusing on
how your life feels instead of how it looks on the outside, you can
passionately experience your own life adventures. By changing the way
you see yourself, you can ultimately live life to the fullest.

52 Ways to Live a Kick-Ass Life
Words to Live By is a gorgeous book of 50 illustrated quotes by 50
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inspiring women. Discover intelligent and powerful quotes such as:
"Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement" by Helen Keller,
"Turn your wounds into wisdom" by Oprah Winfrey, "Every great dream
begins with a dreamer" by Harriet Tubman, and more. This visually
stunning book is filled with Jade Purple Brown's custom illustrated
typography, alongside her bold, colorful illustrations of women,
nature, and more. • A smart, positive, empowering collection of quotes
by female role models • The ultimate book for women • Jade Purple
Brown's modern and cool illustration style illuminates these uplifting
and positive quotes by remarkable women. Keep this lovely ebook close
at hand for a dose of strength and inspiration, whenever you need it.
A great book for Mother's Day, Women's History Month, birthdays, and
graduations Perfect for those who loved Great Quotes from Great Women:
Words from the Women Who Shaped the World by Peggy Anderson,
Beautifully Said by Quotabelle, and Badass Affirmations: The Wit and
Wisdom of Wild Women by Becca Anderson

The Most Powerful Book of Affirmations Ever Written
A Tribute to Female Friendships Celebrate the bonds you’ve built with
the wonderful women in your life. The bond shared among girlfriends is
like no other. Whether the friendship is decades old or just
beginning, we share a unique relationship with these women, a
connection wholly different even from what we share with husbands or
boyfriends. Share in the wit and wisdom of fellow women. Strong female
friendships are inspiring because they foster the practice of women
supporting and enabling other women. Author and blogger Becca Anderson
has long been moved by the inspirational quotes and stories of
groundbreaking women (as seen in her bestselling title, The Book of
Awesome Women), and she shares some of that female empowerment with us
in this book. Fill your heart with gratitude for your soul sisters. We
know how much we love our girlfriends, but do they know? This book
reminds us just how valuable our bonds with our gal pals are. These
are the women who answer the phone at 4 a.m. and drop everything to
help a sister out, the ones who are there for both the tearful wine
nights and the champagne-worthy celebrations. As author Becca Anderson
says, “Our friends are some of the great loves of our lives. Mine have
seem me through tough times and we have so much shared joy. My life
advice is simple: make friends and treasure them.” By reading
Friendship Isn’t a Big Thing, It’s a Million Little Things, you will
find Renewed value in the friendships you share with women Inspiration
for growing in those relationships and further supporting your friends
Reasons to celebrate the unique love you find in female friendship A
perfect inspirational gift for the women in your life If you’ve
enjoyed books such as Beautifully Said, Badass Affirmations, That’s
What She Said, and Cleo Wade’s Heart Talk, you will love Friendship
Isn’t a Big Thing, It’s a Million Little Things: The Art of Female
Friendship by bestselling author Becca Anderson.

Badass Affirmations
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A much-needed kick in the ass for women everywhere! Like many women,
Andrea Owen always lived life on the sidelines, watching each day pass
by without ever catching a glimpse of the happiness she yearned
for--until the day she had enough. She realized that she had to take
action and step out of the box she had created for herself if she
really wanted the best life possible. And now, as a celebrated life
coach, she shows thousands of women how to take the reins, create an
actionable plan for their goals, and finally reach their full
potential. In this powerful book, Owen guides you through her
acclaimed strategies for creating a more fulfilling life. Each goalorientated lesson empowers you to take control of the barriers that
keep you from achieving the love and success you desire. From breaking
the unrewarding cycle of people pleasing to dealing with unsupportive
friends, this book approaches the problems you face with a candid look
at why you aren't satisfied--and how to fix it. Owen's life-changing
wisdom helps you uncover your self-limiting beliefs as well as push
you out of your comfort zone by zeroing in on the most difficult
issues. Never one to sugarcoat the truth, she holds you accountable
for your actions while offering expert advice for knocking down that
cynical inner-voice and loving yourself wholeheartedly. With 52 Ways
to Live a Kick-Ass Life, you will shut off your internal auto-pilot;
kick empty expectations to the curb; and live a bigger, gutsier life.

Donald Drains the Swamp
Pursuing a dream is hard work, but the right words delivered at the
right time—by people who’ve been there and done that—can give us just
the motivation we need. The right words can rekindle our enthusiasm,
re-energize our efforts, dispel doubt, let us know we’re not alone,
and show us that the fight is worth it—and winnable. Kathryn and Ross
Petras are masters at choosing and delivering just the right words.
Their books—such as “Age Doesn’t Matter Unless You’re a Cheese” and
“Dance First. Think Later.”—and bestselling calendar, The 365
Stupidest Things Ever Said, have over 5.2 million copies in print. Now
comes a book for dreamers and doers, plus writers, entrepreneurs,
graduates, artists, future movers and shakers. Collecting the hardwon, brilliantly expressed advice from pioneers who have paved the
way, including everyone from Rumi to Steve Jobs, Michelangelo to Oprah
to Tina Fey, “It Always Seems Impossible Until It’s Done” is like a
rousing locker-room speech, inspiring courage, commitment, and
perseverance. “I’ve missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I’ve
lost almost 300 games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the gamewinning shot and missed. I’ve failed over and over and over again in
my life. And that is why I succeed.” —Michael Jordan “Go for it, baby!
Life ain’t no dress rehearsal.” —Tallulah Bankhead “Perfection is like
chasing the horizon. Keep moving.” —Neil Gaiman “If you aren’t in over
your head, how do you know how tall you are?” —T. S. Eliot “It always
seems impossible until it’s done.” —Nelson Mandela
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Every Day Thankful
From Constantinople to Crimea, from Antarctica to the Andes, women
throughout history have travelled across land and sea and recorded
their adventures. This is a collection of more than 50 of the greatest
escapades ever experienced and told by women. Curated by Mariella
Frostrup, these works span the globe from the 1700s to the present day
and include well-known heroines such as Isabella Bird, Dervla Murphy
and Cheryl Straid as well as unknown and undiscovered adventurers.

Shine On: Empowering Affirmations for Extraordinary Women
History.s famous rebels, radicals and revolutionaries!

Unf*ckology
Adjust Your Attitude With Daily Affirmations Master the art of
thinking happy: You know what they say about happiness—it’s an “inside
job”—which is 100 percent true. Use the affirmations, quotes, and
ideas in this book as a set of tools for your own self-development.
They are for “inner work.” Much has to do with adjusting your
attitude. Depending on the day, it might be a slight adjustment or a
major overhaul, but the more you practice daily affirmations, the
fewer adjustments you’ll need. One day you will realize you have
mastered the art of “thinking happy” and are looking at the bright
side of life, every day. Incorporating positive thoughts as a daily
practice will build mental muscle and help you achieve the allimportant optimistic way of thinking. Becoming a better you: Author
Becca Anderson is a champion of undertaking the inner journey of
working toward a better you. She is also a strong advocate for
believing in yourself and loving yourself more each and every day.
These are habits that can be reinforced by practices such as
journaling, creating your own affirmations, and talking to yourself
positively. Build your inner optimism: Like an engine driving you
toward greater things, self-belief brings you closer to your life’s
purpose, your personal mission, and will absolutely make you a happier
camper. Daily affirmations help build an optimistic mindset. So, give
it a try! It’s as easy as pie and just as sweet. In You Are An Awesome
Woman you will learn: How the habit of daily affirmations can lead to
thinking happy What it takes to build a more confident and better you
The art of positive attitude adjustment Readers of other Becca
Anderson favorites such as Prayers for Hard Times, Badass Women Give
the Best Advice, The Book of Awesome Women, and Badass Affirmations
will love You Are An Awesome Woman.

The Buddha's Guide to Gratitude
Positive Affirmations for a Badass Fans of Rachel Hollis and Girl,
Wash Your Face will love Becca Anderson's Badass Affirmations Even a
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badass needs daily affirmations: We all need reminders. You don’t leap
out of bed knowing you are amazing and about to have an incredible
day. All of us have a lot of demands, pressures, to-do’s and
responsibilities. We find ourselves rushing around, working hard to
please others. Often we find ourselves at the back of our own bus,
having made everyone else happy but our own damn self. Then you go and
beat yourself up about it. Let’s stop that, shall we? The incredible
art of self-affirmation: Positive living and affirmation queen Becca
Anderson reminds you that you are pretty darn great. I had to learn to
remind myself, but you know what? It feels pretty darn good. It is
even kind of addictive in the best way. There are reasons we need
esteem boosters. We pick up scars and get bumps and bruises in daily
life. If you had a bad childhood, you have old “tapes” from poor
parenting looping through your unconscious brain. “You’ll never amount
to anything. You’re not good at sports. Your sister has a better
singing voice than you, so we’re sending her to music camp and you can
stay behind and babysit.” Even nice moms and dads perpetrate these
parenting errors that leave marks on our souls. But, we can overcome
with the right mix of badass affirmations. Every day and in every way,
you can learn the art of self-affirmation. Self-affirmation
adjustment: If you find yourself feeling overwhelmed and drained by
life’s busyness and demands, stop in your tracks and do an attitude
adjustment, or more specifically a “gratitude adjustment.” You have
need for some “me TLC” and a dose of radical self-affirmation. In
Badass Affirmations you will: • Learn the habit of affirming yourself
daily • Experience a life filled with love, joy, fulfillment and
satisfaction • Take control of your destiny • Strengthen your selfesteem

Words to Live By
The latest addition to the best-selling Wild Women series, Wild Women
Talk About Love is like having a heart-to-heart with 200 of your
closest friends. Loquacious ladies of every stripe unleash their
wicked wit in this humorous and enlightening compilation and tell it
like it is. Chapters include "Love Is Fabulous," "Love Is a Pain,"
"Love Lost," "Are Men Really Necessary" and cover sex, personal ads,
blind dates, break ups, weddings, and the prerequisites for the
perfect kiss. Sidebars include "Size Matters," and "Weepiest Romantic
Movies Ever." Wait, there's more--true tales about wild women of yore
that entertain as much as they enlighten. From Lily Tomlin to Dorothy
Allison, Elizabeth Taylor to Annie Dillard, there's no shortage of
sass, sarcasm, or sizzle. Find out, once and for all, what women talk
about when they talk about love.

Wild Women
This weird and wonderful book offers perspective, hope, and perhaps
the best advice of all -- your own. (Plus a bit of existential humor
because why not.) This is not a journal you fill out in order. Flip to
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a random page and leave your mark. When you land on the same page days
or weeks later, add a little more. Watch yourself change and grow with
each visit as you record and reflect on the fleeting but amazing
moments of everyday life.

Pick Me Up
Get inspired by the powerful sheroes in this feminist collection of
short biographies. “This book is an antidote to the erasure of women
from our history.” —Vicki León, author of Uppity Women of Ancient
Times #1 Bestseller in Teen & Young Adult Social Activist Biographies
and Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance Women hold up half the sky and, most
days, do even more of the heavy lifting including childbearing and
child-rearing. All after a long day at the office. Women have always
been strong, true sheroes, oftentimes unacknowledged. As we shake off
the last traces of a major patriarchal hangover, women are coming into
their own. In the 21st century, all women can fully embrace their
fiery fempower and celebrate their no-holds-barred individuality. It
is time to acknowledge the successful women of the world. From the
foremothers who blazed trails and broke barriers, to today’s women
warriors from sports, science, cyberspace, city hall, the lecture
hall, and the silver screen, The Book of Awesome Women paints 200
portraits of powerful and inspiring role models for women and girls
poised to become super women of the future. In The Book of Awesome
Women you will meet: Dian Fossey Martina Navratilova Sojourner Truth
Indira Ghandi Aretha Franklin Margaret Mead Coretta Scott King Georgia
O’Keeffe Jackie Joyner-Kersee Joan Baez Eleanor Roosevelt Coco Chanel
Anita Hill Nobel Peace Prize winners, Malala Yousafzai and Wangari
Maathai And many more “Women have been left out of history for far too
long. There is much to be learned from these women who paved the way
for all of us through courage, daring and smarts.” —Ntozake Shange,
author of For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/When the
Rainbow is Enuf

Greatest Inspirational Quotes
Learn to live life every day as your true, magnetic, magical self with
this personal and practical guide by the author of Open. Being a
unicorn means being true to your authentic self in every aspect of
your life—at home, at work, and in relationships. It means having the
confidence to share your shine every day, no matter what. When you’re
good at being yourself, you’ll make other people feel good about being
themselves, too. In Be That Unicorn, Jenny Block shows you how to stop
hiding your truth and start finding your magic. Be That Unicorn shows
you how to live your truth in so many ways, including: Parenting and
taking care of the people you love Volunteering your time and
inspiring your community Learning and growing into your best self
Playing and loving with a full heart
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Letters From A Better Me
Empower Yourself, Change the World Self-esteem for empowerment. By
practicing affirmations each day, you will become stronger emotionally
and psychologically. Writing letters to yourself can be a powerful
affirming process that will give you the courage to face adversity and
help you develop resilience that can get you through anything. Become
the very best and strongest you can be with the unique tools and
practices in Letters from a Better Me. Embrace forgiveness and let go.
After recognizing the issues and trauma we deal with, it is essential
to move into a place of forgiveness and gratitude. When we decide to
be grateful for the hard times, rather than resent them, we open
ourselves up for positive transformation. This motivational book
provides us with the tools we need to build our self-worth and leave
fear behind so we can welcome a more loving and compassionate focus.
The art of staying present. There is power in planting ourselves in
the present. It allows us to evaluate where we are and what direction
we want to be heading in. In the last part of the book, Wolff guides
readers through creating action plans. She encourages us to create
positive change and foster long-lasting energy and focus. In turn, we
develop the skills necessary to advocate both for ourselves and
others, in a way that builds us up without tearing others down. Those
looking for a self-help book for women will find everything they’re
looking for and more in Rachael Wolff’s Letters from a Better Me. Open
it up and find Letters that promise to inspire and empower you to
pursue positive change Guides at the end of each chapter for writing
your own letters A chance to grow from difficult times and write your
way back to who you want to be Readers of titles such as Judgement
Detox, I Am That Girl, What I Know Now, Loving What Is, and Girl, Stop
Apologizing will find further healing and empowerment in Rachael
Wolff’s Letters from a Better Me.

The Lawyer Says
A book of inspirational quotations, Nothing Is Worth More Than This
Day presents hundreds of reminders from some of the smartest people
who ever lived—from Dr. Seuss to Erma Bombeck, Thich Nhat Hanh to Lena
Dunham—that happiness is everywhere and the glass is half-full. It’s
the perfect gift of optimism, for good times and not-so-good times.

The Book of Awesome Women Writers
You've witnessed the power that obsession has over people. People will
do anything for someone they are obsessed with. Fans will travel
across the world to see a celebrity they are obsessed with. A person
will become a slave to someone they are obsessed with. Many people are
immune to subtle signs of manipulation. The only thing people are not
immune to, is falling in love, and obsession. A person obsessed with
you, is a person under your control. Scarlett Kennedy uncovers the
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real causes of obsession, how to take advantage of it, the common
types of people in the world, and how you can make them obsessed with
you. Because not one size fits all. Scarlett also creates personality
profiles for her targets and documents what has worked and what hasn't
worked. As well as the dangers of holding all the power in your hands.

Garner's Quotations
This Quotes book is a treasure chest, a secret box of feminine wisdom,
wit, causticity, and generosity. Here are collected quotes and
aphorisms of the most famous, outstanding, bright, brave and strong
women of our world, whose talent and belief in themselves have changed
it for better. There are a lot that we can learn from these women.
Open it on any page, select the line and find out what awaits you
next, take a sneak peek in your future. This book will be a source of
inspiration for all who feel the desire to realize themselves and move
towards their goals. It's Gorgeous Gift Book for Your Mom, Friends and
Acquaintances. "Daily Quotes from Famous Woman of The Planet: 1258
Inspirational and Motivational Quotes for Positive Thinking, SelfEsteem, Success, Money, Wealth, Health, Love, Happiness and More" is
an invaluable tool for anybody business leaders, coaches, writers,
public speakers, or anyone who wishes to improve their communication
skills, motivate and inspire people. In this Quotes Book you will find
quotes by famous woman as a: Angelina Jolie Amelia Earhart Anna
Eleanor Roosevelt Cher Coco Chanel Connie Podesta Harriet Tubman Helen
Keller Hillary Clinton Julia Child Joan Crawford Joan Rivers Joanne
Rowling Elizabeth Arden Elizabeth Taylor Ellen DeGeneres Gloria
Steinem Katherine Mansfield Margaret Sanger Marlene Dietrich Marilyn
Monroe Michelle Obama Nancy Astor Oprah Winfrey Princess Diana Sally
Kristen Ride Sophie Kinsella Sophia Loren Yoko Ono More Quotes 1258
Quotes of Great Woman of the Planet in this book selected by the
authors for every occasion, including: inspirational quotes;
motivational quotes; life quotes; short quotes; famous quotes; quote
of the day; happiness quotes; quotes about changing; daily
motivational quotes; best quotes; positive quotes. As the day begins,
so you spent it. Read this book every morning to maintain motivation
and enthusiasm. Just scroll back up and click the BUY button NOW!
Tags: Positive quotes, quotes for woman, quotes of wisdom, uplifting
quotes, inspirational quotes, famous quotes about life, inspirational
sayings, encouraging quotes, inspirational messages, daily
inspirational quotes, motivational sayings, inspirational quotes,
great quotes, motivational quotes, inspirational quotes about life,
motivational thoughts

"Nothing Is Worth More Than This Day."
A selection of favorite quotes that the celebrated literary critic has
collected over the decades. From Dwight Garner, the New York Times
book critic, comes a rollicking, irreverent, scabrous, amazingly alive
selection of unforgettable moments from forty years of wide and deep
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reading. Garner’s Quotations is like no commonplace book you’ll ever
read. If you’ve ever wondered what’s really going on in the world of
letters today, this book will make you sit up and take notice.
Unputdownable!

Badass Affirmations
This book explores the lifespan by combining research with a
practicing psychologist's understanding of human development from
infancy to old age.

Wild Women
How to shift the “focus on what is right in our lives instead of what
is missing . . . This book is a guide to increasing your happiness
quotient” (Nina Lesowitz, author of Living Life as a Thank You). As it
turns out, Buddha had quite a lot to say on the subject of gratitude,
including citing it as one of the four keys to the Gate of Heaven.
Studies show?and experts counsel?that gratitude is a key component of
our happiness. People who are grateful about events and experiences
from the past, who celebrate triumphs instead of focusing on losses or
disappointments, tend to be more satisfied. Gratitude can help us
transform our fears into courage, our anger into forgiveness, our
isolation into belonging, and another’s pain into healing. Even in the
midst of over-busyness, stress, and chaos, we can find plenty to be
glad about, and this book will start your journey towards Zen and
gratefulness. The Buddha’s Guide to Gratitude provides you with
positive thinking “power tools” that will help you build a more
grateful life, including: Mindful meditations Hands-on exercises
Profound practices Inspiring quotations Space for notetaking and
journaling Thought-provoking questions “This book will bring you peace
of mind and a happy heart.” —Elise Collins, author of Chakra Tonics
“Practicing gratitude is like taking your vitamins?you don’t just take
them when you’re sick; you also have to take them to stay healthy.”
—Louise Baxter Harmon, author of Happiness A-Z “The most magnetic
trait of all time is gratitude! Want to transform your outlook and
your life, read and enjoy The Buddha’s Guide to Gratitude.” —Susannah
Seton, author of Simple Pleasures

How To Make Someone Obsessed With You
Amy Alkon presents Unf*ckology, a “science-help” book that knocks the
self-help genre on its unscientific ass. You can finally stop fear
from being your boss and put an end to your lifelong social suckage.
Have you spent your life shrinking from opportunities you were dying
to seize but feel “that’s just who I am”? Well, screw that! You
actually can change, and it doesn’t take exceptional intelligence or a
therapist who’s looking forward to finally buying Aruba after decades
of listening to you yammer on. Transforming yourself takes
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revolutionary science-help from Amy Alkon, who has spent the past 20
years translating cutting-edge behavioral science into highly
practical advice in her award-winning syndicated column. In
Unf*ckology, Alkon pulls together findings from neuroscience,
behavioral science, evolutionary psychology, and clinical psychology.
She explains everything in language you won’t need a psych prof on
speed-dial to understand—and with the biting dark humor that made Good
Manners for Nice People Who Sometimes Say F*ck such a great read. She
debunks widely-accepted but scientifically unsupported notions about
self-esteem, shame, willpower, and more and demonstrates that: Thinking your way into changing (as so many therapists and self-help
books advise) is the most inefficient way to go about it. - The mind
is bigger than the brain, meaning that your body and your behavior are
your gym for turning yourself into the new, confident you. - Fear is
not just the problem; it’s also the solution. - By targeting your
fears with behavior, you make changes in your brain that reshape your
habitual ways of behaving and the emotions that go with them. Follow
Amy Alkon's groundbreaking advice in Unf*ckology, and eventually,
you’ll no longer need to act like the new you; you’ll become the new
you. And how totally f*cking cool is that?

Wild Women Talk About Love
Affirmations can be your superpower! These in-your-face affirmations
for badass women take self-help to a whole new level. Filled with
sass, smarts and singularly empowering sayings and advice will have
reader's self-esteem skyrocketing to a happy, satisfying and
successful life.

Middle-Class Hardships
‘I can’t believe I bought a toaster with no bagel setting!’‘Irritating
just done a massive pre-cleaner clean, and they’ve just texted to say
they’re not coming!’Have you ever had to buy cava because the shop's
out of champagne? Ever put too much wasabi on your sushi? Or maybe
your latest lifestyle post on social media didn’t get enough likes?
Well, the struggles are real and you’re not alone. Cheekily
illustrated throughout, this book showcases these and other firstworld problems that might find you wincing in self-recognition.

Experiencing the Lifespan
“I, for one, will be taking to heart all the advice from these very
wise and wild women—silver screen queens, comediennes and brilliant
writers.” —Nina Lesowitz, author of The Grateful Life This
delightfully dishy gathering of gal pals is like having a heart-toheart with 200 of your closest friends. Garrulous girls and loquacious
ladies from every walk of life unleash their wicked wit in this
humorous and enlightening compilation and tell it like it is. Topics
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include What the World Needs Now, Love Hurts, Lost Love, and Are Men
Really Necessary. Learn and laugh at the real stories of the amazing
women you love:true tales about wild women of yore that entertain as
much as they enlighten. From Anais Nin, Lily Tomlin, Amy Bloom,
Dorothy Allison, Drew Barrymore, Chrissy Teigen and beyond, there’s no
shortage of sass, sarcasm, or sizzle and a few shocks along the way!
In Badass Women Give the Best Advice, readers will find: Wisdom about
sex, dating, break ups, weddings, the prerequisites for the perfect
kiss, and more! Quotes and true stories from famous women and girl
bosses Quizzes, love and sex bucket lists, and topics like “Size
Really Does Matter,” and “Cry Me a River, The Weepiest Romantic Movies
Ever” that will spice up your sex and love life “Ah, love, luv,
l’amour! Buy this for your honey and read it in bed together. That’s
amore!” —Trina Robbins, author of Last Girl Standing “Meet your 200
new bffs and listen up. Everything you need to know is in this book.”
—Reeda Joseph, author of Girlfriends Forever

Friendship Isn't a Big Thing, It's a Million Little Things
100 Ideas, Crafts and How-tos for Gardeners Fans of Square Foot
Gardening, Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden, Welcome to the Farm, and
Compact Farms will love The Crafty Gardener. Awakening the gardener in
all of us: Gardening allows us to live in a much more human way,
grounded in nature and connected to Mother Earth and all she provides.
Even if your garden is just a hanging basket of cherry tomatoes or a
windowsill filled with herb pots, you will still reap the benefits of
gardening. DIY crafting and gardening: Gardening adds pleasure to your
life and gives you a sense of calm. With your garden, you are quite
literally growing a bounty of blessings. Lifelong gardener and
bestselling author Becca Anderson has put her love of crafting and of
gardening together in this book of inspired DIY ideas. More than a
gardening book: Along with gardening tips and secrets for growing
flowers, herbs and veggies, Anderson shares dozens of how-to's in this
delightful guide on making candles, potpourri, bath salts, essential
oils, floral waters, tinctures, liquors, pickles jams and even
fountains, birdhouses and fairy doors. The perfect gift for any
gardener! Readers will learn: Time-tested gardening secrets How to
garden in big and small spaces Recipes for home-grown vegetables and
fruits How to preserve and ferment How to make DIY garden decorations
and fixtures Anderson’s own gardening stories that will inspire,
motivate, and lift the spirit A gardening book filled with DIY
projects, wisdom, and joy

Adventures for Your Soul
“A testament to the relationship and contributions of women writers,
lest we forget their impact and inspiration . . . [an] amazing
journey.” —Ntozake Shange, author of For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide/When the Rainbow is Enuf From the first recorded
writer to current bestsellers, Becca Anderson takes us through time
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and highlights women who have left their mark on the literary world.
This expansive compilation of women writers is a chance to delve
deeper into the lives and works of renowned authors and learn about
some lesser-known greats, as well. Some of the many women writers you
will love learning about are: Maya Angelou, Jane Austen, Judy Blume,
Rachel Carson, Nadine Gordimer, Margaret Mead, Joyce Carol Oates, and
many, many more. This feminist book is a beacon of brilliance and a
celebration of the journeys and accomplishments of women who have
worked to have their voices heard in black and white letters across
the world. Open The Book of Awesome Women Writers today, and you will
find: Engaging chapters such as “Prolific Pens,” “Mystics, Memoirists,
and Madwomen,” and “Banned, Blacklisted, and Arrested” A plethora of
necessary new additions to your reading list Confirmation that the
female voice is not only awesome, but an essential part of literary
culture “So go on, do some guilt-free indulging in the pages of Becca
Anderson’s basket of literary bonbons. She has gathered a wealth of
delectable stories in which to immerse ourselves, a bit at a time.
Let’s hear it for bibliophiles and book ladies—our richest yet most
non-fattening vice.” —Vicki León, author of Uppity Women of Ancient
Times

Prayers for Calm
Think Happy ---------- Positivity guide: Happiness is around every
corner, but every once in a while we need a guide or map to find it.
This book is your guide. The 50 chapters of Think Happy to Stay Happy
are filled with positivity ideas and inspiration to help you learn how
to be happy. Stay happy: Joy unites all people and words are often how
we best express our joy. Think Happy to Stay Happy is the perfect
collection of power thoughts and insightful quotes and affirmations
that express some of the best ways to "stay happy." The secret to
being happy may well be a "gratitude adjustment." Follow your bliss:
One thing the world's wisdom traditions all agree on is that all
states of "higher being" are not attained by stumbling around an
unmarked road to "blisstown", but result from inner work and self
development. Bliss means connecting with your true self more deeply
and arriving at a place of ease and awareness. "If you do follow your
bliss you put yourself on a kind of track that has been there all the
while, waiting for you, and the life that you ought to be living is
the one you are living." Benefits of reading Think Happy to Stay
Happy: • Learn to be happy • Learn about how a "gratitude adjustment"
can help you stay happy • Attain a state of bliss

Think Happy to Stay Happy
YouTube star Zoey Arielle shares her wisdom on taking control,
building your self-esteem, and changing your life for the better. If
you find yourself feeling overwhelmed and drained by the busyness of
life with too many demands, you need to stop in your tracks and do an
attitude adjustment, or more specifically a ‘gratitude adjustment.’
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Whenever you have gotten to this point, you have need for some ‘me
TLC’ and a dose of radical self-care. Chances are, your very
wonderfulness might have led you to give and give and give and give.
Now, you need to give and give and give to yourself. You need to soak
up the glory of your very being and remember that you are an amazing,
awesome person and deserving of all good things! —from Love the Sh!t
Out of Yourself As the world keeps changing all around us with
increasing speed, many of us are so busy doing and being productive
and bullet journaling our way through life that we feel on the edge of
overwhelm. Zoey Arielle Poulsen has been there and back again—and on
her journey, she gathered a lot of wisdom. Her big takeaway: When you
build your self-esteem with daily affirmations, you can rule the
world. More importantly, you can live a life filled with love, joy,
fulfillment, and satisfaction thanks to your own positive self-regard.
Like a muscle, the more you do it, the stronger your confidence and
sense of self will be. Love the Sh*t Out of Yourself is filled with
positive affirmations and wise words with the power to touch our
hearts, make us laugh, and alleviate our stress, while helping us
realize the vast potential life has to offer. Grouped together, these
quips, quotes, and “power thoughts” can help you deal with everything
life throws at you with élan. Simply put, you’ll be too blessed to be
stressed!

Prayers for Hard Times
Inspirational Prayers for Spiritual Wellness “Becca Anderson's daily
devotional is designed to quiet you down and create a space for peace
and the nurturance of your soul”—Spirituality & Practice Magazine
Calming Prayer. Becca Anderson, bestselling author of the motivational
books Prayers for Hard Times and The Woman’s Book of Prayer, brings us
a new, up and coming classic, Prayers for Calm. Becca learned the
power of healing prayer firsthand from pastors in her family who pray
with their congregation as well as from working with Dr. Larry Dossey,
a physician who prayed for his patients to great effect, leading to
his book Prayer is Good Medicine. Through a mix of Bible verses,
prayers for tranquility, quotes for quietude and peaceful poems,
Prayers for Calm offers solace and serenity for every day of the year.
Ancient Wisdom. The collection of spiritual pieces in Prayers for Calm
is from centuries’ worth of wisdom and is meant to bring direction
back into what may be a chaotic time. The hope is that these words
from people who have experienced similar feelings will speak to your
soul and help you get back on the path to spiritual wellness and
healing. Prayers for Calm is the perfect inspirational gift or
encouragement gift. This book will help you: Slow your racing mind in
this fast-paced world Calm your thoughts enough to see the big picture
in overwhelming situations Assert control over your mind and believe
in yourself Overcome nagging worries and fears that hold you back from
life Deepen your connection to spiritual serenity Discover meditative
mantras and actualizing affirmations to reduce your anxiety If you
liked Pocket Prayers, I’ve Been Thinking or Prayers that Activate
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Blessings, you’ll love Prayers for Calm.

The Women's Book of Empowerment
Self-help book like no other. This book is empowered to eliminate
stress, worries, fears, anxieties, and other emotional and mental
issues instantly. Imagine feeling stressed or depressed, opening a
book, repeating the affirmations related to stress or depression, and
then no longer feeling stressed or depressed. Imagine a book that
provides similar results for lack of confidence, poor self-esteem,
anti-social behavior, post-traumatic stress, weight loss, food
cravings, tobacco cessation, suicide and more. Well Imagine no more!
"The Most Powerful Book of Affirmations" can reliably eliminate or
transform emotional, mental and spiritual imbalances. You do not need
to waits days, weeks or years to overcome emotional, mental or or
spiritual problems. You can free yourself today of issues that you may
have been suffering with for years. You no longer have to undergo
extensive and expensive counseling. You no longer have to search any
further to free yourself of emotional and mental anguish. Free
yourself today. If it sounds to good to be true then convince
yourself. Go to www. affirmationsbydrceaser.com to preview the book
and repeat the affirmations as directed. On the website you will find
affirmations geared towards eliminating stress, worries and suicidal
thoughts. You are closer to transforming your life then you could
possibly imagine. To make the world a better place we must start with
ourselves. Transform and spread the word.

Book of Awesome Women Writers
Dr. Joe Tichio, creator of Greatest-Inpsirational-Quotes.com, shares
an extraordinary collection of his favorite and most inspirational
quotes from around the world and throughout history. The wisdom on
these pages will empower and encourage you to live your life to the
fullest. Start each day with a powerful dose of wisdom and inspiration
as you are guided to take action, overcome fear, boost your selfesteem, create success, enjoy life, claim your inner strength, and
make your dreams come true. Employ your time in improving yourself by
other men's writings, so that you shall gain easily what others have
labored hard for. -Socrates

You Are an Awesome Woman
The cavemen need help. Their King has forgotten all about them, thanks
to the swamp creatures who surround the castle. “They’re slippery!”76'
" m ujmmmmmtk, “—and scaly!” “and SLIMY!" Donald is just a caveman.
But when the people ask for his help, he realizes there’s only one way
to save the kingdom: DRAIN… THE… SWAMP! Written by #1 national
bestselling author and humorist Eric Metaxas and illustrated by awardwinning artist Tim Raglin, Donald Drains the Swamp is a whimsical
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parable for the current political moment.

Be That Unicorn
The Simple Act of Praying Wisdom, inspiration and prayer: As recent
scientific research shows, the simple act of praying can be
emotionally, spiritually, and even physically healing. With Prayers
for Hard Times, author Becca Anderson offers solace in bringing
together the wisdom of great thinkers, spiritual leaders and writers
who have faced difficulty and learned from it. Sacred and
inspirational sources: Organized in daybook form, the book draws from
sacred sources such as the Bible, the Torah, Buddhist and Native
American texts, as well as inspirational writings of: Joan Didion
Elizabeth Gilbert Maya Angelou Rumi Mark Nepo Harriet Tubman Dave
Eggars Abraham Lincoln Anne Morrow Lindberg Martin Luther King Jr.
Consolation and renewal: Together, these wise words create a tapestry
of consolation and renewal for those times when it all seems “too
much.” In a world that feels increasingly fragile and, at times,
fractured, people need answers and prayers. Becca Anderson’s
collection focuses on prayers for a wide range of life challenges,
from the personal to the global. Prayers for Hard Times covers issues
facing individuals such as loss of loved ones, illness, anxiety,
divorce, depression and addiction, as well as those challenges
communities face in natural disasters and violence. The writers in
Anderson’s devotional address the world at large, as well, with words
of hope and help for global poverty, hunger, war and the
environmental. Prayers for Hard Times offers readers solace, comfort,
and support, drawing from the wisdom of every era, every major faith
and tradition, and the important voices of those who have lived
through such experiences themselves.

The Crafty Gardener
"Words of wisdom from notable female and male attorneys"--

"It Always Seems Impossible Until It's Done."
Empowering, inspiring and full of badass attitude, this small book is
big on motivational mantras and awe-inspiring photography to help you
take on the world. Be confident. Be courageous. Be extraordinary.
Because you are AWESOME AF!

You Are Awesome AF
#1 Amazon New Release! - Daily reflections. Inspirational prayers for
every day of the year Relationship prayers: This lovely book, Every
Day Thankful: 365 Blessing, Graces and Gratitudes, can be used as a
book of graces to share over the evening meal, as a hostess gift or
for daily reflection. Sharing gratitude is one of the most powerful
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ways to create close relationships. By praying together at the daily
meal with these gratitudes, you have a happier family and become
bonded together by blessings. Add the joy of living in thankfulness by
incorporating daily reflections and inspirational prayers into your
plan for each day. Prayers before meals: In today's frenetic world,
the common experience of sharing the evening meal can restore a sense
of community and humanity to society. More important, the blessing of
the meal fosters in us a sense of gratitude for the gifts we have been
given. This collection of 365 blessings-ranging from the words of
Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh and Abraham Lincoln to Maya Angelou and
Oprah will bring joy to the shared experience of breaking bread. Daily
reflections: Author Becca Anderson grew up with graces, spoken
blessings and relationship prayers every day at the family table,
noting, "We looked forward to it every day and it got us through
everything, good times and bad. I believe wholeheartedly that counting
your blessings and prayers of gratitude will bring loved ones together
and adds so much joy to life." Inspirational prayers: Becca Anderson’s
curated collection of the world’s wisdom traditions celebrates the
connections between grace and gratitude. The book includes a wide
selection of blessings, graces and gratitudes including: devotionals
for women relationship prayers prayers for giving thanks devotionals
for men thank the Lord prayers devotionals for couples
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